More than treatment flexibility.
Driving efficiency in your lab.
More than ample flexibility.

The most efficient way to your restoration.

Straumann® Variobase® offers you a variety of treatment options for your single and multi-tooth restorations. It brings efficiency to your lab because it gives you the flexibility to use your preferred in-lab workflow in order to fabricate your implant restorations. Additionally, you benefit from the original Straumann® implant connection.
More than an abutment.

**Maximum design freedom.**

Straummann® Variobase® offers you extended restoration options with maximum design freedom.

*STRAUMANN® VARIOBASE® FOR CROWN*

**Straumann® Variobase® for crown** for your single-unit restorations is now available in two abutment heights.

**Strong retention of the coping on the abutment**

Thanks to the patented* engaging mechanism with four cams, Variobase® for crown allows exact seating and rotational lock of the coping or crown. This feature helps reduce rotational coping misfit compared to other designs with only one cam.

**Newly available with a customizable abutment height**

In order to optimally match the individual patient situation, you can tailor** the abutment height of 5.5 mm down to 3.5 mm.

*Patent pending in Europe. Patent issued in USA.
**For the digital workflow the abutment height cannot be reduced.
STRAUMANN® VARIOBASE® FOR BRIDGE/BAR

Enjoy the excellent Straumann product performance now also for your multi-unit restorations of straight and tilted* Straumann implants.

1. Non-engaging conical shape designed for cost-effective and versatile bridge and bar restorative options
2. Helix threads for a strong retention of the prosthetic restoration
3. Reference edge for long-term stability and passive fit, specially required for implant-based bridge or over-denture constructions

MORE REASONS TO CHOOSE VARIOBASE®

Minimal abutment height providing maximum design flexibility

Variobase® has one of the smallest abutment heights on the market, which gives you high design flexibility for your implant restorations, even in situations with limited space.

Saving time by skipping the sandblasting process

Thanks to the specially designed engaging cams of the Variobase® for crown and the helix threads of the Variobase® for bridge/bar you benefit from an optimal bonding surface even without sandblasting. This allows you to save valuable time by reducing your processing steps.

*Variobase® can be used to compensate up to 30° divergence between two implants; Variobase® copings can be used in combination with Straumann® Screw-retained Abutments to compensate larger divergence.
More than ample flexibility.
Choose the procedure you prefer.

Use the Straumann® Variobase® in the in-lab workflow of your choice to efficiently create high-quality prosthetic restorations.

Digitally produced restorations – Choose from a variety of possibilities, whether you own a CARES® system or not.

With the CARES® System (or CARES® Working Station) you can simply access the desired Variobase® prosthetic components to accurately design the prosthetic restoration. Your one-step prosthetic solution with the CARES® X-Stream™ service saves you precious time as all prosthetic components* are shipped in one delivery.

Through a leading CAD/CAM software (e.g. Dental Wings**, 3M™ Lava™**, 3Shape** or exocad**) you can access the Variobase® STL data with the constantly developing CARES® App or CARES® Plug-in, to ensure an accurate geometry design of prosthetic restorations.

If you work without a CAD/CAM system you can still benefit from the digital offering with our Variobase® prosthetic components: Our CARES® Scan & Shape Service*** is your simple way to our digital offering with an on-demand design service.

*Variobase® and fitting crown, bridge or over-denture
**Please contact your country sales representative for availability or eligible software versions.
***CARES® Scan & Shape may not be available in your country. Please contact your country sales representative for details.
More than an original connection.
Justified trust.

You can rely on perfect design harmony between Straumann implants and their corresponding prosthetic components.

USE THE STRAUMANN® ORIGINAL CONNECTION TO BENEFIT FROM

- Perfectly matching components
- Reliability through proven long-term clinical evidence
- Excellent service and support
- 10-year Straumann® Guarantee*

Knowing the exact dimensions and tolerances of its implants, Straumann can offer you a perfect and reliable fit of Straumann implants to their corresponding prosthetic components. High-precision manufacturing and an exceptionally thorough inspection process ensure the consistent quality of all original Straumann® components.

1 Straumann® Variobase®
   with Straumann® WN 4.8 implant
2 Straumann® Variobase®
   with Straumann® RC 4.1 implant

*For applicable terms and conditions of the Straumann® Guarantee (including the Guarantee territory), please refer to the Straumann® Guarantee brochure (152.360/en)